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(description & meaning) Graph

Text : the attack on the Cereal Killer CafÃ© + two comments. Graph : evolution of the ... Meaning : It deals with the lack of nature in big cities. Indeed, the cities are ... 
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Topic recap sheet n°2 : Cities, urbanization and communities Content / Documents : Pictures : photos of Stik graffiti in London / Banksy graffiti in LA Video : Street art / Stick and his stick figures / in defense of the NHS Text : the attack on the Cereal Killer Café + two comments Graph : evolution of the world’s population + http://www.unicef.org/sowc2012/urbanmap/ Civilisation / Culture : Examples of Social Protest movements Peaky Blinders (season 1) and the gangster genre



Picture(s) (description & meaning) Title : Park, Banksy Description : With the word parking, Banksy made the word PARK on the wall of a parking. A little girl is swinging on the letter A. Meaning : It deals with the lack of nature in big cities. Indeed, the cities are gray because of the concrete.



Title : Big mother, Stik Description : We can see two figures on a tower block from the 60s : a mother and her child represented with 6 lines and two dots because it is the quickest way to paint a human shape. The child looks afraid / seems to be afraid/ Meaning : The graffiti was painted to denounce the demolition of tower blocks where low income families used to live in order to build luxury apartments. This is widening the gap between poor and rich people.



Graph (description & meaning) There are more and more people living in urban areas. In 100 years, the number of city-dwellers has been multiplied by 3. In the future, it will increase even more. It shows that cities are attractive because there are a lot of jobs and many activities for example.



Vocabulary : English



French



English



French



A mural



Un graffiti/une peinture murale



The distribution of wealth La répartition de la richesse



A graffiti artist



Un artiste de rue



The gap is closing/widening



Le fossé se comble/se creuse



A tower block



Un immeuble



The social ladder



L’échelle sociale



National Health Service (NHS)



Système de santé public (britannique)



City dweller



Un citadin



Inner city



Le centre-ville



Led by



Dirigé / mené par



The suburbs



Les banlieues



To put your life on the line Prendre des risques



Gentrification



Embourgeoisement



Theft



Vol



Concrete



Béton



Racketeering



Les rackets



To close down



Fermer (lieu)



Gun trafficking



Le trafic d’armes



The most destitute



Les plus démunis



To be thrown out of = to be evicted from



Être expulsé



Appalling



Déplorable



Greedy



insatiable



Recent events, historical & cultural references mentioned in the documents: - There are more and more inequalities between the middle and the upper-class in cities and as a result, people are protesting against the rise in prices. For example, there was an attack of a cereal café in London → anti-gentrification protest. - Suburbs are known because they can be violent (Michael Brown shooting and protest against violence in Ferguson, USA in 2014) but also boring (Desperate Housewives) Suburbs developed because the middle class gained purchasing power and people moved out to find peace. Furthermore, they have to leave the inner-city because of lack of space and affordable housing. The US suburbs model spreads around the world. - In the UK, the NHS makes health care more fair and reduce inequalities. In 2015, David Cameron promised to reinforce the NHS services. - The TV series Peaky Blinders, which is a historical fiction about an underground bookmaker, shows the life style in Birmingham in 1919. It looks like the Far West with its gangsters: there are guns, violence, gang warfare, corruption,… The city is in construction and workers (+ industries) are in the inner-city.



Key expressions (grammar, syntax, translation...) - It is said that = on dit que - The frontier between good and evil = la frontière entre le bien et le mal - Some 60 artists = une soixantaine d’artistes - The focus is on = l’accent est mis sur - He had warned Ada not to get married. And so had Polly ( Polly aussi) Tommy wasn’t prepared to forgive her, and Campbell wasn’t either (non plus) - Either… or… = Soit… soit… Either+ Sujet + vb Or +Sujet + Vb Example : : Either you love him, or you hate him. - Neither… nor… = Ni… ni… Ex : Campbell isn’t a respectable character ; he’s neither a gentleman, nor an honest person - Passive forms: Ex : He was asked to protect the most vulnerable = On lui a demandé… Those allegations will have to be taken seriously = Il faudra que ces accusations soient prises au sérieux



Mind Map



Document prepared with great care by : Marie Braux, Anne-Laure Bruno, Justine Pigot & Lucie Remichius
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description & meaning 

English. French. Class warfare. Lutte des classes. A demonstration/riot Manifestation/Ã©meute. Inner cities ... Key expressions (grammar, syntax, translation...) - to dispose ... -to be on welfare / to live on welfare : vivre des allocations. -a two-
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(description & meaning) Vocabulary English French English French 

(aka â€œSex, Drugs, and Rock'n'rollâ€�). Content/ Documents : Pictures : pills in pot states .... To walk free = to get out of prison = to be released from prison sortir de ...
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Pictures (description & meaning) English French English French 

The pursuit of happiness. La recherche du bonheur. To sweat transpirer ... unfair advantage over other women. Michael Phelps is a male swimmer, who broke ...
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Documents : Picture(s) (description & meaning) Vocabulary 

A bully. Un tyran. To file suit. Porter plainte. To push back. Repousser / rÃ©sister. A tribe. Une tribu. To bully harceler. Native Americans amÃ©rindiens. A strike.
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GRAPH Fonts 

See â€œFont Listsâ€� on page 131 for a list of valid font names for ..... The Institute is a private company devoted to the support and further development of its software ...
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GRAPH Colors 

To specify colors in intuitive terms, use the predefined SAS color names, which form ..... The Institute is a private company devoted to the support and further ...
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is intonational meaning compositional? 

In: P. Cohen, J. Morgan, M. Pollack. (eds). Intentions in Communication, Cambridge: MIT Press, 271-311. PORTES C. (2004). Prosodie et Ã©conomie du discours ...
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A graph matching method and a graph matching ... - Romain Raveaux 

Oct 24, 2009 - method and a distance between attributed graphs are defined. ..... ing graphs require the use of a fast but yet effective graph distance.
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is intonational meaning compositional? 

meaning is possible only if one gives up the idea of a direct association ... the interface between prosody and morphosyntax is conceived. .... form on the other hand are conceptualized does not allow the meanings .... approaches to intonation that w
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Liasse fiscale PARA GRAPH 

informations sur plus de 8 millions d'entreprises, avec un accÃ¨s Ã  l'ensemble des .... 81 534. 456 854. 456 854. 15 032. 15 032. 1 258 886. 104 995. 1 153 892.
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Graph and Pattern Recognition 

Graph and Pattern Recognition. Romain Raveaux. LI lab (EA 6300) â€“ UniversitÃ© de Tours. October 11, 2013. International Master of Research in Computer ...
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Graph and Pattern Recognition 

Oct 11, 2013 - 3. Graph matching problems. 4. Graph matching methods. 5. Graph embedding problems. 6. Graph embedding methods. 7. Conclusion. 4/4.
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Diestel: Graph Theory 

The printed edition of this book can be ordered from your bookseller, or .... graph theory as a student. ... M. Hintz, A. Huck, I. Leader, T. Luczak, W. Mader, V. RÃ¶dl, A.D. Scott, ...... constructive proof by augmenting paths; the third will be an 
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Modeling using Nested Graph 

//The nodes of level (1) of the fractal graph on the right. CGraph * cSub2Sub1 = new CGraph("C");. cSub2Sub1->AddNode(cSub2Sub1Sub1);.
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Anytime graph matching - Romain Raveaux 

In this paper, we propose and explain the use of anytime algorithms in graph matching (GM). ... conclusion brings into question the usual evidence that claims that it is impossible to ..... sum assignment problem which can be solved in O(n3) where ..
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Graph Theory: Glossary - Emmanuel Briand 

graph theory: glossary 1. Types of graphs. Loosely speaking, a graph is a set of objects (called â€œverticesâ€� or. â€œnodesâ€�), such that each pair of objects is linked or ...
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Produktbeschreibung Product description Description 

CitronensÃ¤ure; Aroma. Ingredients: dextrose (89%), maltodextrin, anti- caking agent: magnesium salts of fatty acids; acid: citric acid; flavouring. 1570 kJ. 369 kcal.
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GRAPH Statements - Oklahoma State University 

Rotating Plot Symbols through the Colors List 271. Example 4. Creating .... cannot fit the display, an error message is issued and no graph is drawn. Featured in: ...
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Graph Matching Problems - Romain Raveaux 

Oct 13, 2016 - Communication and Image Representation, Volume 24, Issue. 8, November .... structures, e.g. molecular graphs where the structural formula is.
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Graph Embedding Problem - Romain Raveaux 

Implicit graph embedding. Explicit graph embedding. Conclusion .... Let Ï•(x) and Ï•(y) be two functions projecting x and y into. R m. with n â‰¤ m k(x,y) = ã€ˆÏ•(x) ...
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DESCRIPTION 

PATE A POLIR LUXORÂ® GRISE, POLISSAGE SUR OR GRIS, PLATINE OU ARGENT. Pain cylindrique de 110 grammes avec gaine de protection plastique. FABRICATION 100% FRANCAISE. Description de la pÃ¢te Ã  polir LUXORÂ® grise. La pÃ¢te Ã  polir LUXORÂ® grise a Ã©
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DESCRIPTION 

mÃ©taux : mÃ©taux prÃ©cieux (Or, argent, platine...), mÃ©taux cuivreux (Bronze, laiton, cuivre, ... Utilisation recommandÃ©e avec disques coton techniques de type : â†’. Disque MERARD TPB. â†’. Disque ... PÃ¢te LUXORÂ® jaune â€“ pÃ¢te de super finiti
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Liasse fiscale AUTO GRAPH 29 

RES. Autres fonds propres. P rovisions pour risques et charges. DETTES (4) ... -35 062. 181. 1 077. 3 677. 52 698. 1 913. 4 828. 64 373. 29 312. 60 697 ... rubrique sont donnÃ©es dans la notice nÂ° 2032. Ventes de marchandises *. FA. FB. FC.
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GRAPH Statements - Oklahoma State University 

number without options (a null statement): axis4; .... For example, this statement assigns a null label to the SITE variable: ...... footnote1 j=r h=3 'GR08N04(a) ';.
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